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COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION  .. 
. TO THE COUNCIL AND THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT·.· 
· concerning a· multi annual programme to promote interpational cooperation in the 
energy  sector~ SYNERGY programme.  . 
This  do~ument proposes  the  establishment  of a. multi annual  programirte  to  promote 
international· cooperation on energy  policy  definition  and formulation  in  non-member 
countries.  .  ,- .  ·  - · 
,.;'  I-
.. :_,;~he objectives· of the programme are:. 
I~  '  ·.  .  - .  ' 
-·  '<: .:  to promote sustainabie developm.ent,  notably  by· reducing  emissions· of gree~house 
,r,;t,  ,_  ..  g~ses and·()f pollutan1s linked to energy  consumption~ 
' to enh~nce se_purity  ofsupply~ and  .. 
- , ·.to improve en~rgy efficiency. 
The ·proposai' is based' on: 
;,  _: 
•  . the  Community's  need  for  a.  specific  instrument  in  view  of the  chang~s on  the 
.  '· 
internatio~al energy scene and  o~  Community policy {see Annex  I)~  _,  <'  • 
•  the · positive  balance  and  the  lessons  th~t  can  be  drawn  from  the  operation of 
i_nternationai  energy cooperation on the 'basis of  the resources available in the budget' 
. since 1980 (see A.nnex,II).  · 
It will also bring benefit~interms of complementarity, .subsidiarity arid  ~fficiency.  .  .  .  .  .  - .  . 
· 1.  ·  Complem~ntarity 
.. SYNERGY covers ~lem~nts not covered by the 'existing Com~  unity instruments ~d  will . 
:'}' 
CQntfibute to preparing· or supporting action taken under these programmes. · 
The  latter  point  will  be  reinforced ·by  close  collaboration  between  the  different  -
instruments, ·Which  s~ould also exclude any overlap..  · 
.·(a) 
.  .  .  .  '  . 
As regards means, SYNERGY will implement cooperation in  th~field.of·energy 
policy definition and formulation.  There-is no such instruinenfat present in the  ' 
__ ... : 
.  Community. The framework research programme concerns more the development 
of(mergy ·  pollcy  tools,  and the other  progiam~es tend ·to be· devoted to· the 
implement~t1ort of energy policies.  Some-instruments carry out energy  policy· 
'''  measures, but in the framework of national or regional priorities(l).  .  .. 
.  '  .  .  ' 
-<•>  .See Annex ,III for a presentation of the various instruments currently availal)le in the 
'field of international energy ,cooperatiol!.  · 
·2 SYNERGY will be intewated in the current  set~up: 
•  firstly,  by ·launching operations which ·lead to projects financed  by  other 
Community programmes;· 
•  secondly,  by  carrying out  projects of interregional  or even  global  scope: 
training  of energy  decision-makers,  creation ·of networks  .  of  1:!-gencies 
working on a common subject, conferences in various regions of the world 
on major topics, etc. 
Given that international energy problems are likely to become increasingly urgent 
in·  the  coming  decades,  particularly  as  regards  ·security  of  supply  and 
environmental factors, the Community must have the means to act in accordance 
with its global energy strategy. 
'·  . 
(b)  As  regards  the  ends,  SYNERGY  can ·contribute  to  the  development  of the 
Community's energy strategy vis-a-vis non-member countries:_ 
•  on the  supply  side,  by establishing an  on-going technical  dialogue with 
producer countries, mobilizing the industrial circles concerned, discussions 
on the treatment and financing of  investments and cooperation on transit and 
interconnections;  · 
· •  on the demand side, by promoting energy efficiency, transferring European 
exp~rience in  this  area and  setting  up  a  structure  for  dialogue  between 
European  producers  of  energy  equipment  and  users  in  non-member 
countries..  , 
(c)  There will be close collaboration with qther Community cooperation instruments. 
SYNERGY  will  involve  the  people  responsible  for  these instruments  in  its 
· deliberations  on  annual  and  multiarinual  programmes  from  the  outset. 
Conversely; SYNERGY should be involved in the. preparation of rnore specific 
multiannual operations under the other CommunitY,  programmes. 
In  particular, an  interface will  have to be defined between  SYNERGY and the 
participation  by· Central · European  countries  associated  with  the  ·JOULE, . 
THERMIE,  SAVE and  AL TENER programmes, 1not  forgetting the  activities 
under the PHARE programme.  ·  :  · 
2.  Subsidiarity 
The  objectives  envisaged  by  this  -programme  can  be  achieved  more  efficiently  at 
Community level than at national level.  This is die case as regards improving Europe's 
. image· in these countries and  strengthening its economic presence.  Europe  ha~ greater 
. weight in competing with the USA and Japan on these. markets than the Member States 
· individually.  · 
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. 2.1  .  According to a recent study<
2>,'the energy capabilities of Europe and most of its 
·Member States are little known in Asia and Latin America in particular, while 
only  the  CommunitY  has. suffiCient  prestige_ to 'be  respected  and  accepted  to 
· . contribute its experience to the restructuring. of  the energy sector:  · · 
.  .  .  .  . 
2.2  ActioD: atthe Community level is paf!icularly justified in the field ofinternational 
'energy cooperation, since its aim is to realize the objectives cited earlier that ar:e 
r,.~  ., 
3. 
3.1 
common to all the .Member States:  .  .  . 
.  · In addition,  to the extent that these actions lead to. the  pro~otion of: European  ' 
·.'technologies outside-the Community, it is desirable.to coordinate them in .order 
to obtain the  b~st po.ssible results·...  ·  · 
Such a programme will also .e11able the Community to have a iasting presence at 
the _level  of political decision-making and in this way to  influ~nce .energy  and 
envir:onmental choices, rather than restricting itself to isolated technical sectors, 
,  '  ~  I  ,  •  •  I  •  .  •  ' 
.  ' 
The  installation qf a  multi  annual legal  frainework  will. permit-the  successful 
~application of long-term measures:  network creation,  training,'progta~me of 
conferences spread over several years iri various parts of the world,. 
It  will also lead to the development of a m~ltiannual action programme based on 
the guidelines and priorities agreed :with  the' member countries, takingaccotint 
of complementarities with  other C6mmunitY. programmes and the. activities. of 
multilateral capital providers, while permitting speedy action.-- The effectiveness . 
of individual Metnber States' .action will  th,us be improved~  · 
3.2  . ·  The  guidelines .set  out in the .annual  pl~ns will  enable  iu'termitiqnal  energy. 
coop~ratioQ. to be focused on  certain selected themes with consider(!ble impact 
on-the  ach~evement of  the. desired .objecti.v_es.  ·. ·  .- ·  . , .  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
Creation of a programme like SYNERGY will not lead to duplication. of effort 
with exi~ting aCtivities but, on the contrary; it will contilbute to consolidating and 
impro\ring the Community's  ·overall policy on international  ene~gy cooperatipn 
and to integrating it more effectively  in. the. Comrimnity's  external  policy. and 
. energy policy as a whole.  . .  ··  ·  · 
Consolidation and improvement 
•  By using what was set up  in  the pilot phase:  collaboration wi.th  COPED, the 
international  network .of energy  policy  research  institu~iohs,  present in  tWo-
developed and four developing. c'ountries;  _follow-up to the Athens  ~on(ere!lce' 
··_on  energy and the urban environment;. follow-up to the·Black Sea Conference 
(Z):  . The development of energy  resource~ in Latin America and Asia.  C~operation with  .. 
Europe.  Bernard Meunier and  ~idier Unverzagt (DG I). 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
on new energy realities in the region; · en·ergy  centres;  regular contacts with the 
. energy authorities of these countries, etc .. 
By permitting action at the initiative of  the Community concentrating on specific 
. objectives and benefiting from energy expertise. 
By avoiding compartmentalization of action by  geographic zone . 
By using the new resources of the fourth  RTD framework  programme,  more 
· particularly  the  specific  JOULE-THERMIE  programme  and  the  cooperation 
programme with non-member countries, which could be allocated to joint action 
on  technological  development,  dissemination  and  the  development  of energy· 
planning tools. 
By  leading to joint action  or  action financed  by  other instruments. (PHARE, 
TACIS, economic cooperation with Asia and Latin America, MEDA, etc.) or by 
bank loans (EIB, EBRD, ECSC, etc.). 
By permitting a response to the increase in energy  demand from  non-member 
countries  characterized  by  energy  saving,  integration  of renewable  energy 
sources, particularly biomass, supply management and environment conservation. 
Finally, this programme should require few resources to produce major results .. 
Integration 
•  By makingit possible to  meet the needs of a global European energy strategy, 
rather than one based purely on priorities by geographical  region. 
•  By adding an extremely flexible energy dimension to other Community ·policies 
in the field of  international relations, the environment, employment, international .. 
cooperation on· RTD as well  as the common foreign and security policy. 
•  By providing the framework for harmonization of energy  policies,  particularly 
with the associated Central and  East European countries, which figures among 
the  objectives of the association  agreements.  These  agreements  have  already 
been drawn up in the spirit of future membership. 
•  By  contributing  to  the  establishment  of .an  energy  dimension  to  the  Euro-
Mediterranean  partnership  which . should  be  launched  .at  the  Barcelona . 
Conference. 
3.3  The  existence  of  a  stable  instrument  will  permit  the  application  of  a 
medium-term policy and ensure the continuation of  relations with the institutions 
of·  non-member  countries,  making . SYNERGY  the  interlocutor  for  the 
international  energy  bodies and  the  producer  countries  in  the  area  of energy 
pclicy.  .  . 
· 3.4  In  the  medium  term,  this  legal  framework  would  also  provide  the  tools  for 
possible cooperation measures in the event of an  international energy crisis. 
5 THE BROAD LINES OF .THE PROGRAMME  .' 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
As.  in  the  pilot  ph~se, SYNERGY  will  continue .to  be  dedicated  to  cooperation  and 
l~ssistance . in  the  definition,  formulation  and implementation  of . energy  policy  by 
'AlOn-member countries, but with a ritedjum-term  ~trategy.:.  . . 
The action take~ under. SYNERGY  c~tild be of  relevance to.aJl-non-member  co~ntries. 
'facing energy problems, particularly the countries· of  Central and Eastern Europe, the 'new 
. independent States onhe former Soviet ·union, Mediterraneari countries, .the developing . 
countries in Latin America and Asia and the countries of  Africa~ the Caribbean and the 
·P~cific which have signed th.e Lome Convention.  ·  _, 
P~o9ty objecrlves· will be defi~ed  a~ regards both the. activities to he undertaken anq the· . 
beneficiiuy countries in the forin of a multiarinual plan iri. the light of the broad lines of 
· . the.  Community's  four  policies  with  an  ·energy  ·dimension  (int~rn~tional  relations, 
environment,  ·employment,  research.  and·  technological  development).  _ana  of  the 
Community's energy strategy.  ·  · 
Hence. specific action. plans ~II be drawn up everr year in  liais~n and as a  comple~ent: 
to~  · 
\. 
· •  ·other Community programmes and instruments; 
•  Member States' activities in certain  non~member coriptries; 
• . needs expressed by Member States' industries;· 
•  n_eeds expressed. by the brneficiary countries. 
To  tak~· account  of the  vari~us -complerqemtarities, .thes¢  plans  will  be  drawn -up  in 
. interdepartmental  consultation within. the  Commission,  then  submitted to  an  advisory 
committee of Member ,States'  repres~ntativ:es, who will  examine them and the perio9ic 
· reports on implementation of the various programmes. ·  ·  ·  .. 
'  . ,,· 
It is therefore clear that SYNERGY;  while making a new contribution  .t~ international 
energy cooperation, is not intended to become the exclusive vehiCle for such cooperation,· 
since SYNERGY operations will complement the energy strategies defined in the·other"_ 
·Community arid Member States' instruments.·  ·  ·  · 
The cooperation measures wiil take the form  of: · 
· •  conferences promoting dialogue and exchaJiges of i.nformation and experience; 
•  ~  \  .  '  I 
•  information dissemination '(brochures; newsletters); .  ·  ·  .  , _  . ·  ·. 
•  training activities (courses, seminars, technical visits);  ·  .  .  .  .  .. 
•  secbndment of European experts to non-member countries' Institutions; 
•  studies;  · 
•  r  •  '  '  •  •  ' 
·"  :support to international networks reflecting and advising ori energy .policy;  · 
•  support  to  the ' energy.  centres  of . non~member  countries  aiming  to become 
self-sufficient: and  promotion  of synergies  with  existing  or, .planned  structures: 
Eur6centre in'l,atin Am~rica, Technology Windows and Business Centres in Asia. 
.  '  \  .  . 
·.SYNERGY could fund the .whole of a  specific project or part-finance· projects together 
. wit~ another partner.  .  .  . 
6 
..  \ 
\  ' 
. ·'' The programme would run for five years and it is proposed to allocate ECU 50 million 
to it. 
Part of these resources will also be destined to cover temporarily the operating expense~ 
of the .Secretariat of the European Energy Charter Treaty. 
Indeed,  given the Community's important role in negotiating this Treaty,  the  need to 
support the Secretariat and the delay in the signing of  the Treaty by the USA, Community 
support, possibly in the form of an advance, cannot be exclud~d.  · 
The  following  table  shows  the  main  themes  of  SYNERGY  operations  and  the 
corresponding priorities. 
Enhancing Europe's image 
Supporting sustainable . 
·development in non-member 
countries 
Promoting dialogue with producer 
countries 
Promoting a reduction in the 
greenhouse effect and the 
pollutants linked to consumption 
in all  sectors 
Promoting network 
interconnection 
Promoting energy planning in 
non-member countries 
Promoting the integration of non-
member countries 
qQtulE~~~~~~<  . 
n>·. rruol{J:rtEs  •··  ··•·•··.·········· 
General 
General· 
)  . 
Security of supply 
Environment 
Competitiveness and 
security of supplies 
Security of supplies 
and environment 
Security of supplies 
and environment 
Training, experts, conferences 
Facilitating transfer of clean 
technologies:  seminars, technical. 
visits 
Conferences 
Training, audits, conferences, 
diagnostic seminars, feasibility 
studies; energy centre activities 
Feasibility studies, conferences 
Training, experts,  studies, 
energy  centre activities, 
development of strategies 
Training, studies, conferences, 
experts, energy centre activities 
These objectives will naturally be adapted to the situation of each region of the world.  · 
In the countries of Ceritral  and  Eastern Europe,  for  example,  the  emphasis could  ~e 
placed on reorganization of  their production system and preparation of  their membership, 
in  Latin  America  and  Asia  the  emphasis  might  be  on  the  urban  environment  and 
transport, while in the Mediterranean region activities targeting energy integration and the 
urban envirolurient might be more appropriate..  . 
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- .. :;~<NEW TRENDS IN THE' WORLD ENERGY ECONOMY  .. 
'  •  ~  ·.'  '  •  •  •  •  •  • •  •  •  •  •  '  '  ••  '  •  • 1 
~ .,t.. ~ 
-~:~;~-. 
I.  The world ~nergy outlook In ihe coming decades h~s been the.subjectofsiudies both 
by the Commission and the International Energy Agency;  These analyses revealed 
several probable developments:  . 
.  •  a  moderate groWth in energydemand iii the OECD countries, ,vigorous growth 
in the· developing countries and low growth in the former  Sovie(Union~  . ,.  '  '  .  .  .  .  . 
•  particularly  high  growth  hi  Asia  and ·Latin  America for both economic. and 
demographic reasons, especially in the transport-sector; 
•  '  •  '·  :  •'!  •  '\.  •  .  • 
•  extremely ·.high. _·growth  in  the  Mediterranean  co~ntries too; with  ·particular 
problems for the coastal and urban environment;  ' 
'  ,  .  '  I'  , 
I.  •I  • 
•  on the  basi_s -Qf existing  ~nergy.  res'ources,  co.al,  oil ·and  gas will  maintain and 
consolidate their predominant position, particularly in China.  and South America,  . 
d~spite the attendant eilVitonmental problems;  .  ·  .  :·  · ·  ·  .·  "  . 
.  .  .  - .  '  .  .  -
•  ... C02  emission~: a;re,  a.S  a:  result,· likely to increase if there is no change in the . 
· ·political and regUlatory situation.  ·  ·  ·  · · 
· 2.  The Cormriission has also had several studies ~arried out on the energy ·outlook to the· 
. yeai' 2020 which _reveal, among other things, the folloWing two  trend~:  .  . 
'i .·· 
•  world energy cortsuinption is likely to double, mainly as a result ofthe trends in 
the developing countries; . .  ·  · 
•  despite the moderate growth in energy consumption, the decline in production i~ 
·Europe. is iikety to be reflected in dependence 9fthe order of  70% on imports for  . 
the Community ·fn the year 2020.  ·  · 
.  . 
· 3.  Non-member countries, for their part, are enco~ntering energy  problem~ speCific to 
each region of the world:·.  .  .  .  . 
.  '  . 
. Central and Eastern Europe is faced with. problems of  infrast~cture modernization, 
improvement of  energy efficiertcy arid  envlron~ental degradation. This region is also  · 
.  a .  transit. zone ror. energy resources. from  the foriner ·Soviet. Union  destined to the 
European Community.' ·  ·  ·.  ·  ·  ···  ·  · 
The Republics  of the  former  Soviet Union ·are facing  the same  problems as ·the 
~ountries of Ceiitral  and  Eastern  Europe,  with  nuc~ear safety  and  the  need  for 
investments in the production sector and energy efficiency being ·particularly· critical 
issues.  Th~se problems could also· have repercussions on the  pol~tical and  social 
stability of those-Republics  which~ in some cases (Russia, the Ukrrune) could affect 
the supply situation in Europe.  ·  · 
' 
8-In  general  terms,. the  example  of the  Ukraine  shows,  as  the  conclusions  of the 
Corfu Summit indicated, that decisions on nuclear safety must be examined in the 
context of the general energy policy of the countries concerned. 
The Mediterranean countries  and other developing· countries will  be faced  with a 
. foreseeable increase in their energy consumption.  .  '  . 
. In the case of ~e  Mediterranean countries, the forecasts for  202~ suggest almost a 
·  · threefold increase in energy consumption, including a fourfold increase in eiectricity 
.consumption.  A  major production  drive  will  be n()eded  both  to  s_upply  the  home 
market and  to  maintain  and  step  up  exports  to.  Europe.  The forecast increase  in 
demand  for electricity will impose new requirements on transportation, production and 
consumption.  · 
For  this  reason,  energy  should  be  an  import~t dimension  of the  new  Euro-. 
Mediterranean partnership which should be launched at the Barcelona Conference. 
As for  the  other  developing  countries.  in  Asia  and  Latin  America,  their  energy 
demand could more than double between  1991  and 2010,  and their share in  world 
energy  consumption  may  reach  40%  as  compared  with  27%  in  1991.  The 
Intemationru  Energy  Agency  believes  that  two-thirds  of the  growth  in  energy 
consumption will be located in these countries in the coming years. 
Such a trend will have three major consequences given the low energy efficiency in 
these countries: 
• 
• 
• 
very  substantial  investment and hence financing requirements,  at a time when 
public financial resources are limited or dedicated to other priorities, resulting in 
an appeal to the private sector and a reappraisal of the role of  the State; 
tensions regarding supplies to the developed countries, in .particular Europe; 
environmental  degradation  effects:  it is  estimated that India and  China alone 
may account for one-quarter of C02  emissions in 2010. 
4.  It is appropriate to recall the conclusions of the Energy Council of November 1992 
regarding the broad outlines of cooperation on clean and effiCient energy technologies· . 
.  with developing countries. 
These conclusions attached the utmost importance to the follow-up to Chapter 34 of 
Agenda 21  of  the  UN  Conference  on  Environment  and  Development,  which 
. emphasized the primordial role of the transfer of environmentally sound tt:ichnologies. 
In this context, special attention was to be paid to: 
•  the  progressive  substitution of low  carbon  fuels  for  fossil fuels ·with  a  high 
carbon content; 
•  the development of clean combustion technologies; 
9 :  C,~ 
•  the development of renewable energy sources;' 
.  •  .,  .,  ••  ·i  • 
"{ 
•  .  the improvement of energy efficiency.  '  ~ f  •  ' 
The Community's  a~cession to  the Climate Change' Conventi_on  designed to stabilize  · · . 
C02 emissions-implies a commitment-to intensify cooperation aCtivities in ~hese areas. 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
·The· conclusions  of  the 'Berlin  Conference·  on  Climate  -Cha~ge :in  Aptjt'l995 
·  recomrriend'initiating aprocess enabling  emissions to be reduced· from the year 2000. 
· In this context,  se~eral developed, countrie; have  readied· agreement on  promotlrig 
illeasures to develop new technologies for the reductioh of emissions.  . .  · · 
It  app~ars  that  the· industrialized  countries, . in  ·addition  to  reducing  their  own 
...  emissions,. must enter into cooperation with the developing countries to  eqable the . 
latter to continue their development path while at the .same time limiting any attendant 
increase in emissions of  g~eenhouse gases.  .  ·  ·  .  '  '  . 
SYNERGY  ~o~ld thus provide the host. structure for ·such activities by, among oth~r 
things;  creating . specialized  energy ·centres  that  would  also  be· responsible  for 
enyironmental .protection and the establishment of partnerships.  .  .  . 
5.  In parallel with the European Energy Charter, a Protocol on Energy :gfficiency and 
Related Environmental  Aspects was signed by 39 countries.·  This Protocol' defines 
three objectives:  ·  · ·  · 
-' 
. • ·  the· promotion ·of energy efficiency policies; 
.\ 
•  the Grea.'fion of a  framework to promote the rational use of  energy by producers . 
and consumers;  .  .  -
. .  inqeased cooperati_on  in this area  . 
6.  The 9evelopment of consumption in non-merrtber countries will represent the op~ning 
up of new markets on both the supply and demand side, on which European industry 
niust be  present.  . In  addition,  the White ·Paper·, on  growth,  competitiveness  and 
· employment cites the development impetus of  the trans-European transport and energy . 
. networks.'and their effects on  reducing costs through the best utilization of existing 
capacities and improved security of supply.  .  '  . 
'  . 
.  .  .  . 
The '"Communication on  ~n  industrial competitiveness policy for the European Union;',  . 
for its part, identifies a number of areas in  which industrial  cooperation  should be 
.  developed,·  i_ncluding  initiatives  based . on  the  European ·Energy  Charter .and ·the 
development of energy resources in non-member countries,-:. 
'  :'  ',  '  ;\,•  I  '  ,  ''  •  .J 
· .  1.·  Technological  cooperation.  with  non-member  countiies,  particularly  developing 
countries, and with the countries in economic transition,.is destined to play a crucial 
role  in  the  Community•s  , RTD  strategies·  in  the  energy .. ·fie!  d.  · Clean, 
environment-friendly technologies will  make a substantial  contribution to reducing 
total C02 emissions, of which these couritriesi· share is on the increase. 
'  .  .  '  .  \  ' 
io. 
,_, 8.  International  relations will  thus have enhanced importance in  the European Union's 
energy sector. 
The Commissio~ stresses the importance of international cooperation as a  means of 
ensuring security of supply  ~d  environmental protection in its Green Paper· "For a 
European Union energy policy".  ·  · 
International  energy  relations  in  turn  are  an  important  part  of four  Community 
policies: international political and economic relations, environment, employment and 
research and technological. development.  · 
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SPECIFIC ACTION ON INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION. IN THE 
:"';::·.  · ENERGY FIELD  1 · 
I  •.  THE BALANCE . 
· I.  Energy  cooperation  with  non-Community  countries  began  in,  1980  as·  a  means  of 
.. dealing wi,th the consequences of the second oil  crisis.· .  It beg~n With  appropriations· 
ofECU 650 000..  .  . 
2.  The Council .Resolution of  .16  .. September 1986 con~erning new Community energy 
· policy·. objectives for  1995. and  convergence. of the  polici~s of the Me.mber. States 
stated·  that ·the .  energy  policy  of' the  Community  and .  the  Member States ·  should 
endeavour to achieve among its horizontal' obje~ves:  '  '• 
"(a)  more  secure conditjons of supply  and  reduced risks of sudden  fluctuations  in· 
"  energy prices through ·:·  ·  ·  · 
.  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  . 
- geographical diversification' of the  Community'~ external sources of supply ·. 
(h)  the'development ofthe Community's external rel,ations in the  energy~·sector by . 
'virtue ·of  a  coordinated  approach,  in  particular  on  the  ?asis. of  regular 
consultations between Member States and the Commission ... " 
· ·  The sums allocated to cooperation have been renewed and increased every year given 
. the growing  importance of the  international  aspects  of energy  problems.  .Budget 
provision in 1995 amounts to ECU 9 million.· .. 
3. · For two years now, all the activities initiated in this field have gone :under th~ heading 
of' SYNERGY to facilitate presentation and promotion. 
·  4..  SYNERGY. finances' cooperation activiti.es with non-Community countries in the field 
of'  formulation -and  implementation of energy  policy. to· the  mutual  benefit of  .-the 
. ' two parties concerned.,  ·  · 
.. The operation ·of  the Conference on the European Energy Chart.er and its Secretariat 
ha,s also been financed by SYNERGY since '1990.  ·  ·  · 
Unlike the  oth~r cooperation programmes which are of a more general  nature and 
. include  energy  as  one  of several  aims,  SYNERGY  is .  a  specific  energy  policy 
. programme.  ·It is also a flexible programme,· making very rapid action possible. 
SYNERGY can operate in any  non-member country; which is an  added advantage 
. ·compared  .. with the other Commission cooperation programmes and instruments ~th 
their limited geographical  scope.  It is  therefore  very  easy  to carry .out  a  project 
covering· both  .the  ·countries of Central  and  J;!astem  Europe 'and  th\7!  CI~ with 
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i. SYNERGY,  something· which  is  more  difficult  under  the  PliARE  and  TACIS 
programmes, everi though it can be  do~e and; indeed, is done on an ad-hoc basis. 
Concerning, as it does, the formt~lation of energy policy, SYNERGY.differs from the . · 
operations  undertaken  in  rion-member  ·countries  under  other  specific  energy 
programmes such as THERMIE, which concerns measures of a .technological nature.· 
. The main activities under the SYNERGY heading consist of: 
•  facilitating  and.  promoting  dialogue  between  the  Community,  non-member 
countries and international organizations in the energy field  (e.g~ conference with 
the oil-producing countrie_s of the Persian Gulf in Oman); 
•  the  creation  of institutions  capable  of defining  energy  requirements· in  the 
countries ·concerned  and  of channelling  the  resources  needed  to  meet  these 
requirements (e.g. Energy Centres in the countries of  Central and Eastem·Europe 
and in Asia); .  ·  · 
•  the provision of advice to the national  eriergy  authorities (e.g.  secondment to 
· ministries of senior experts in energy policy); 
•  assistance  in  the  design  of energy  policy  tools  (e.g.  energy  planning,  tariff 
policies, etc.) compatible with Community policy; 
•  training/information for publi<:: authorities and economic operators (conferences, 
se~inars, workshops, etc.);  ·  · 
•  studies  and  energy  audits  leading  on  to  other  operations  financed  by  other' 
Commun.ity  programmes, in particular in the sphere of international economic 
relations; 
•  market  studies  and  analyses  of  the  barriers  to  the ·introduction  of  new 
·technologies,  in  particular  clean,  environment-friendly  technologies,  as  a 
preliminary to other programmes. 
Particular attention is devoted to transnational projects, .not only where this involves 
·joint action by the Member States and non-member countries (e.g. "Energy and urba~ 
. environment in the Mediterranean countries"  or "Network interconnection between 
Central  and  Western Europe"),. but also  in  the case  of projects  involving several 
non-member countries (e.g. Black Sea energy centre, or energy cooperation between 
the MERCOSUR countries). 
5.  While retaining its specific character,  SYNERGY thus serves to complement other 
Commission programmes with an energy cooperation-dimension.'  On the ground, this 
complementarity  is  translated  by  the  implementation of joint activities  with  these 
programmes, with SYNERGY often providing the struCture for overall coordination, 
e.g.  SYNERGY -. THERMIE - PHARE in  the framework of the  ~udapest energy . 
centre.  Secondly, SYNERGY serves to promote dissemination, i.e.  application of the 
principles enshrined in the European ·Energy Charter and the energy section of the 
association/cooperation  agreements  concluded  betWeen  the  Community  and . 
non-memper countries (e.g.  auditing of national  energy  legislation,  legal/economic 
13 '  '  '  '  '  l  '  '  - '  .'  .  ' 
,$,,.,  '·training seminars for senior ·staff from ministries, companies and' energy industries). 
·;.·. 
In ·this  respect;  SYNERGY is an 'instfumerit of integration  for  futUre  membership 
candidates.  The Energy Charter· and the abovementioned agreements ruso  serv~ as an 
insti.'tutionat'framework for· the SYNERGY ·op~ratioris.  - ·  ·  ' 
· 'Finally,· SYNERGY co;. finances activities  ~th International organizations, Member 
States and the  ~ational energy saving bodies.  ·  ·  ·  · 
',  .,(  ' 
6;  SYNERGY activities often target th~ energy dem'and side.' However, if  spe~dy action  ' 
is required in a given country - a possibility which SYNERGY offers, thl;inks  to its  · 
flexibility (e.g. action in Arrtienia and the Middle East)- actJon can also betaken· on 
the; supply· side.  A  conference  to.  promote ·dialogue  betWeen  oil, ·producers  and 
consumers was therefore organized in Oman with the oil-producing .countries of the 
· Persian Gul( and others are to be held in Tunis with the Mediterranean countries, and 
· in Caracas with the~ Latin American producers  . 
. 7.  All',ofthese activities were subjectt:d to apreliminary·evaluation in  1990, and ad hoc 
evaluations . of. training  and  energy.  planning .  operations  ·have  beeh  carried  out · 
since then. ·  ·  .\ 
.  The.results qfthese evaluatfonswere positive and incl~dedrecommendatioils on ways 
of improving the effectiveness of  the ~ction.  v  '  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
An evaluation of all the projects carried out frorri  1990 to 1994 inclu,sive has recently 
been'the subject of an  invitation to· tender. _The results ofthis ~valuation ~hould be 
available before the erid of the year, an~  .~11 be made available to the Cmmcil  and 
.  · Parliament. · 
'.  •  .  ·•  .  '..  •'  .'  ."  I.  '  ,,  .  '  I,.  .  ' 
8.  As SYNERGY concerns the foimulatioil of  energy policy, it  is not easy to give results 
·_  in the form of figures.  Nevertheless, it is possible to state several positive effects of 
its activities. 
• 
•· 
• 
· SYNERGY  helped  to.  improve  the  difficult  energy  situation··  in  certain . 
non-member  countries  and  contributed. to their  economic  development.- For . 
. example,  it enabled the Polish  Government to take  the· necessary.' decisions to 
.  restructur~ the oil  sect~r.  SYNERGY also provides advice to the Romanian, 
SJovenian,  Albanian  _and  Indian .  Gov,emm~nts  . and,  more  recently,  ,  to  the 
Palestinian  authorities,  which  it  also  helped  in  setting· up· their· first  energy 
institution  . 
. SYNERGY contribute-d to-the formulation by the·se countries of  ~nergy pol ides 
that take account of  global problems, particularly' r_egarding'_{he erivir?nment 
~  ..  , ,  '  ,  I  '  .  ,  .  .  .  •  .  , 
It also paved the way to a better understanding of energy _problems,  notably in 
the developing countries, and helped create an awareness of  the need. tor efficient 
·energy policies even in  producer-count~es·such as Mexico or Alget:la .•. 
It is a partner foi.non-member countrie$ iri  their endeavours to ac;hieve rational 
IJSe  of energy  and  to  improve  their  ene~gy efficiency  through,  among  other 
things,  the :installation  of "energy  centres"  (e.g.  in  lndi~,  China,  Indonesia, 
Hungary and the autonomous Palestinian territories). ·This aspect is all the more · 
14 important as the international banking institutions have tended to finance energy  ' 
production and transmission rather than energy savings as such.  · 
•  It helps  open the door to European industry in  non-member countries,  whose 
needs it knows well having studied them in the context of its operations.  China 
is a particular case in point in the field of "clean" combustion methods for coal. 
•  It provides improved information on the energy situation of these countries and 
better forecasts ,of the evolution of global energy problems. 
•  It ensures that the Community is represented in these regions and in this.sector, · 
and enables lasting contacts to be forged 'with regional cooperation organizations 
·such as the Latin-American Energy Organization, ASEAN or the national energy 
saving committees.  It thus contributes to maintaining relations in this field and 
to the implementation of the Community's energy strategy. 
• ·  SYNERGY can be an· instrument to improve cohesion for  future  membership 
candidates in Central Europe.  · 
II. SOME PROJECTS FINANCED BY SYNERGY 
SYNERGY  has  enabled  activities  to  be  carried  out ·on  training,  programming, 
consultancy,  energy  studies  and  audits,  information  and  the  setting-up  of long..:term 
institutions and the holding of several co.nferences. 
The activities described below are a representative selection of the action taken over the 
last  three  years,  during  which  ECU 8  million  per year have  been  committed  to  the 
programme. 
1. . Tr~ining 
The European Union has contributed to a whole series of  training courses for technici~ns 
and managers in non-member countries. 
That contribution by the European Union consists 'of helping to defray the overall cost 
of holding  such  courses,  providing  speakers  and  funding  the  attendance  of a  certain 
number of students.  ·  · 
These  activities  are· either  targeted  directly  by  the  Union  on  subjects  which  seem 
·  parti~ularly important or form part of  a programme devised by the non-member countries. 
In  the  latter  case  involvement  of the  Union  enables  it  to  insist  on  topics  which  it 
considers important and to get to  know those attending those courses better. By way of 
example the following activities may  be mentioned: 
Latin America 
•  ·Latin-American  energy-saving  course  in  Argentina.  SYNERGY  has  enabled  88 
students  from  energy  companies  and  administrations to attend  such  courses  since 
1984. 
15 ·  .c~  · Energy planning courses to be held alternately in Europe·and in.another continent by 
f.~:::·  European  u1,1iversities  and  Latin  American  countries.  These  w~re held  in  Latin 
<:;,;,.,  America during three SYNERGY'rounds, thus enabling 20 mainly European speakers 
.  to be. involved,  plus: 31  Latin American ·stUdents. from ··energy  administnitions .  and 
' utilities.  - .  ..  '  . 
<,  . 
. Asia  ... 
. . •  Training of training officers in·India and the ASEAN c~untries. 
'  .  .  '  .  .  .  .  ' 
· •  ·Training course on nuclear safetY  for. Chinese. experts held in J.>eking  in. S~ptember 
1992 and six -week training course for a ·Chinese. expert in a European power plant. 
.  .  .  .  '  .  '  '  •\  .  .  . ,'  ~  ,, . 
•  . Training course in China offering, in  particular: tr~ri.ing on .energy in the. envir~nme11t 
. and also the "clean" burning of coaL  More than 3 OOO·persons concerned by energy · ( 
d~cision making received courses on  energy management aJ!d  effic;iency. 
Mediterranean  . 
.  .  . 
•  Training of Moroccan technicians in rational energy-use techniques an~ er1ergy  ~,udit 
methods.  · 
East.,.Europ·ean.and former Soviet Union countries 
'  '  - .·  . 
·•· · A symposium jointly .funded by the ADEME on energy policy based on the demand 
which could be generated in Eastern Europe was held in Grenoble in 'October 1992. · 
Fifteen offiCial  -representatives  of eight  Ea~t European  countries<
3> attended  this. 
'symposium and were thus able to exch~ge  views on.a:nurnberof subjectslinl\edwith  ·. 
I  energy policy. The symposium mainly covered ,the  f~llowing aspects:'  . .  . 
:energy policies and bodies within the European Union and Eastern Europe; 
~xarnples of energy-efficiency programmes ~on~ucte~ by the Commission; 
specific problems linked with the implementation of those programmes, and in 
particular ·customs duties :~md funding.  ·  ·  ·  '  · 
.  .  .  ,  I  , 
•  In order to help to restructure the coal  ind~stries in the Eastern Europeari countries 
a workshop was held  in Brussels on  18-21  October 1993,  in c:ooperation  with the 
·United  Nations. Economic  Commission  for  Europe.  It  was  attended  by  thos.e 
responsible for coal  in those countries - all  in  all  70,. of whom  30  carne from  the 
East EuropeiiJl countries. .  · · 
•  Workshops on energy law and regulati.ons in the former: Soviet Union. Four three~day  · 
. workshops held in Alma Ata, Moscow, Yerevan and .Kiev between May  an~ October 
1993.  A new series of symposia have been in  progr~ss since.l994 in the·other CIS 
republics. ·  '  . 
<
3> ·Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia,  Hungary,  Poland> Romania,  .Russia,  Slovenia  and 
the Ukraine. 
16 •  In order better to understand the European Union's energy policy and in order to get 
to  know  those  to  contact within  the  various  help  programmes  (PHARE,  TACIS, 
SYNERGY), SYNERGY held an information symposium in Brussels in March-April 
1994 for experts from Central and Eastern Europe and another for experts from  the · 
CIS. 
At world level 
•  Nine-week course  in Dakar, Senegal, in April-May 1993, on energy management and 
planning.  · 
2.  Programming 
The main SYNERGY activities in this area were as follows: 
•  Setting-up information systems with OLADE in Latin Am(!rica, and ASEAN in South-
East Asia, and with Algeria. 
•  Getting an  international  network of nine energy  study  and research  centres up  and 
running:  the COPED network. 
•  Mapping  out  energy  programmes  (Jordan,  Ecuador,  Peru,  Thailand),  international 
energy programming studies (Latin America, Maghreb), similar studies on a national 
basis (Cyprus), or a regional basis (the State of Buenos Aires in  Argentina,  State of 
Rio Grande do  Sui  in Brazil, Province of Zheijian in  China)  or on  an  urban basis 
(China, India,  Argenti~a, Poland, Hungary, Egypt, Turkey and Israel). 
3.  Advice and assistance 
SYNERGY  funds  full-time  experts  within  the  energy  ministries  of non-member 
countries or energy centres in: 
· •  The self-governing Palestinian territories 
•  Slovenia 
•  Hungary 
•  Romania and 
•  Estonia 
•  Albania 
. Energy  centres  have  also  been  established  in  Hungary  and  in  the  self-governing 
Palestinian territories.··· 
SYNERGY has also helped to set up an Energy Management Agency in  Turkey. 
It hasalso helped to set up institutions such as  the Jordanian Energy  Authority, the 
Agency  for  the  Rational  Use  of Energy  (in  Algeria),  the  ASEAN-EC  Energy 
Management Training and Research Centre, the National Energy Institute in Ecuador 
and the Comisi6n Nacional· para el  Ahorro Energetico in Mexico. 
SYNERGY  also  advises  the  East  European  countries  in  drawing  up  laws  and 
regulations in line with (free) market economics. 
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4!1 International·conferences 
.  .  .  ' 
~·~·  Conference entitled "Energy artd urban enyironmept in Mediterranean towns" held  i~ 
· Athens in November 1993,  ~hich.  brought together high ranking figUres  (ministers, 
pirectors-General for Energy,  •· .. )  · 
· · This, conferenc·e led to a declaration and the formation of a folloV\f-UP  con1mittee  _th~t· 
was  ··responsible  for  identifying, : preparing  and  ·supporting  toea~  "energy .·and 
environment" teams. The actuai formation of "energy and environment" teams in some 
Mediterranean towns will be funded by SYNERGY. The twinning,pfthese towns with 
EU  to~s  will  be funded by the 'rvrn:D URBS  programnie.that iscianaged·by DG I. 
.  }  . 
tl  :Oil  and  gas  ,conferen'ce  entitled  ;'Links  between- the  European \U~ion  .and ·the  . 
Member States of the Gulf Cooperation CounCil in a changing world" held in 'Oman 
on 19-20 April  1994.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
•  Conference on  "Ne~ energy iealities in the Black Sea Area"  held in  Chalhidiki  on 
.. 30-31  May .1994.  One of the consequences of that conference is that a joint energy 
·centre is  about to be set up  between 'the countries  in the Black Sea  area  and  the 
'.European Union. · 
•  EUROMEX ENERGIA 93  conference held ort  28~29 June  1994·tliat was organized· 
joiritly with the CONAE. Twenty six European undertakings' attended that conference, 
.  .  .  '  I  ·.  . 
·.  which enabled more than  100 contacts to be made with Mexican partners, a quarter 
'of  which were able to go. pn to commercial, investment or cooperative· agreements. 
.  .  .  \  .  .  .  . 
•  Aconference on East-West links beiween·the European gas artd electricity grids was 
. held in Budapest in October 1994 and was attended ~Y 200 people. 
•  Conference on \he funding of energy  projects in the  Central European and forme~ '. 
USSRcountries, plaimed for Budapest in J~nuary 1995. 
.  . 
5.  Overall' activities 
_. 
These are  projects  specifically targeted at different activities:  studies,  methodology or· 
~  information transfer?  symposia etc.  · 
. By way of example:·  . 
.  . 
•  Programme promoting CHP  in  three Latin  American  countries:  Mexico,  Chile and 
Peni.  ·  ·  ' 
a  Restructuring of the oif industry in ·Poland:  advance studies, laying down the bases 
·  needed  for  liheralizatipn,  definition  of a  detailed  .organization  and·  regulatory 
programme submitted, to·the Polish'govemment, sectoral. symposium imd conferences. 
held in  Warsaw iri April  1993.  · 
• ··Programme of energy.  s.aving.  assistahce  to  Mexico,  including  training~  energy 
diagnoses and the creation of data bases.  ' .. 
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I 6.  Energy audits and studies 
. e,  Indo-EC bus.:  this is a mobile energy-audit unit in  India which has conducted more 
· than 100 audits revealing an energy saving potential of about 10%. 
•  Energy  bus for Indonesia:  this programme completed  its  pilot  stage in  1992~ thus 
enabling energy  audits to be carried out in  companies in,  in particular,  the  paper, 
textile and sugar industries.  .  I 
•  Study on the energy consequences of Mercosur in Latin America. 
•  Market study of  the energy efficiency of  Chile and the scope for European technology 
transfer. 
I 
•  Study of the electricity industry in the Ukfaine intended to provide short-, medium-
and long-term eiectricity demand forecasts, to survey the scope for energy saving arid 
to assess the cost of this in  order to improve supply-deficit management. 
•  SYNERGY has also funded  several  studies via the COPED network.  Those studies 
have· centred on the electricity  ~ector over the last three years. 
19 TYPE OF PROJECTS . 
FINANCED 
Research and 
~~~~!~~JtJ<  ~ :l.technological  ·  F  development projects, . 
~ 
including . 
demonstration. activities 
Technical assistance 
and joint finanCing of 
investments  · 
· Technical assistance, 
·Investments to improve 
nucle~ power station 
safety and reliability 
··, 
.  Investments in the coal 
and steel industries 
Investments in all 
· sectors, including 
energy· 
- Protocols -\vith 
individual countries 
~·Regional cooperation . 
Invcstn.!entsi training , 
and 'technical assistance 
in all sectors, including 
energy .. 
REGION .. 
COVERED .. 
All non-
Gommllnity 
· cotmtrles  . 
Countries of 
biniriil and· ·  · 
Eastern EUrope 
.  ' ~  .  . ' 
CIS 
Countries of · 
Central and 
&stem Europe 
+ former Soviet 
Union 
Countries of · 
Central ana . 
Eas~em Europe 
Countries of 
Central and 
.Eastern Europe 
+CIS 
Mediterranean 
' 
70 Mrican, 
Caribbean and  · 
Pacific coimtries 
20  ..  .)· 
DURATION 
OF 
PROGRAMI\AE · 
. 1994 - 1998. 
.Atinual 
Atu1uaJ· 
1994-1998 
since. 1990 
~  ilnlimited 
1992-i996 
1990-1995 
..  ANNEXm. 
BUI>GET 
··.  (MECU). 
··540 
(total): 
1 100 in 
.·  1994, of .. 
which 58 
·.for: energy 
. 51() iri 1992,' 
·of  which 
.130 for 
·energy·· 
I 000 
200 
' 
10 000 
.. 
2 940. 
2 075 
12 000  . 
·FORM OF 
. . AID 
Subsidies 
Subsidies 
Subsidies 
. Loans. 
Loans 
3%srurre in· · 
tlie capitai of 
the EBRD 
Em·  grant~ 
and loans. 
(2 062) 
:EIB  grants 
and loans 
(I 800) 
· Subsidies . 
+ EIB loans 
(I 200) (") 
· - Investments in all · 
sectors, including 
energy 
-Investments in all . 
sectors, including' 
energy 
Capital investment, 
training and technical 
as~istance in all 
sectors, including 
.energy 
Part-funding of  joint 
.  ventures in all sectors, 
including energy 
,;· 
Research and 
technological 
•/(:  ::  \I  development projects, 
including 
demonstration 
activities:  non-nuclear 
energy 
Energy p(>licy and 
strategy 
Rational use of energy: 
promotion, regulatory 
measures,  inforination 
and exchanges 
Renewable energy 
sources: promotion, 
regulatory measures, 
inforffiation and 
exchanges 
. Countries of . 
Central and 
Eastern Europe  · 
Asian and Latin 
-American 
countries  . 
Asia and Latin 
.·America 
All developing 
countries 
Community+ 
non-member 
countries 
All non-member 
countries 
Community+ 
non-member 
· countries 
Community .+ 
non-member 
countries 
1994-1996 
1993-1995 
1991-1995 
Annual' 
1994-1998 
Annual 
1991-1995 
1993-1997 
3 000 
750 
2 750 
40 
+bank 
fundi rig 
1. 002 (") 
8 in 1994 
35  (") 
so<•) 
N.B.: Unless stated othenvise, the amounts indicated are for the entire programme. 
Total amount, including the Community. 
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Loans  . 
Lo~ 
Subsidy 
Interest-free 
loans 
-Subsidies, to 
be 
reimbursed 
in the event  , 
of success 
Subsidies 
Subsidies 
Subsidies 
. Subsidies '' 
Proposal··for a  · 
I  ·.  '  .  .  COUNCIL REGULATION (EC)  '. 
· adopting ·a:multiarinual programme to promote' intematioriat ·cooperation in the 
energy sector -SYNERGY programme 
..... 
THE ~OUNCI.L OF. THE EUROPEAN UNION, ·  ·.  · . 
Having  'regard· to  the  Treaty  establisliing  the  European· Community,  and  m  particular._.· 
Article· 235 thereof,  ·.  · 
Having regard to the propos~:  from th·e:commission, · 
.  ·:~  . 
Having-regard to the opinio~ of the European Padiamerit,. 
'  . 
Whereas ,:the  Community's  accession  to  the  European.  ·Energy Charter  Treaty  and. the 
Convention on Climate Change 'commits it to cooperation in the enetgyfield;.  ,  · 
' Whereas_according to the Green Paper "For a European ucion energy policy" presented by. 
the Commission international energy cooper~tion is essential ~wiilgto  the increase in pollution 
,  due to the  growth  qf consumption in the  developing  countries~ the  role  of energy  in the 
. stability. o( soCiety,  whether  iri  consumer  or  producer  countries,  the  increasing  energy 
, dependence of the Community and. the  gro~  of world  markets in  production,  t~ansport, 
distribution and corisumption technologies; .  · 
whereas this need  f~r inte~ational en~rgy cooperation can. be satisfied:· by the 'creation of a 
cooperation and assistance programme on ·the formulation and implementation of  energy policy  . · 
in non-member countri~s; whereas in view ofthe Coinmu~ityis experience in this area and; 
in particular, of·the ·steps it has ~en  since 1980,  t~ese activities. should be based on· a legal 
·instrument capable of adjusting them to the_ various Community policies;  · 
Whereas the· objectives of the progtamrrie envisaged cannot'be,attained, by  reaso~·of their · 
wide-ranging nature, other than at a  Community level;  ·  · 
.·Whereas it is necessary to establish a multiannual  fi11nu~work for the activities carried out  · 
under the. Community's international energy cooperation progr'lffime for the next  fiv~ years; 
. Whereas the objectives ofthe.energy cooperation under the programme-should be to promote 
. sustainable development,  to  enhance security  of supply. and to improve energy  efficiency; 
whereas effect may be given to such  cooperation by  the provision. of grants for financing  . 
-~~  .  .•  . 
.  •  I  ,  ' 
Whereas  such  aid  should be  anchored  in  a multiannual  indicative programme and  annual ' 
programmes and  may  be the  subject of  agreements with. the  countries 'concerned  or with 
international networks of study and research c;entres;  .  .  . 
.  -:  ,  r, -~ . 
22 Whereas  since  the_ aid  in  question is external  aid,  it is governed by the special  provisions  ·' 
laid down  in  Title  IX of the Financial  Regulation· applicable to the general  budget of the· 
. European Communities(l>,  as last amencied by Regulation (EC) No 27~0/94<
2>; 
.Whereas  it  is  appropriate  that  the  Commission  be· assisted,  in  the  implementation  of 
Community. aid, by a qommittee made up of Member States' representatives;. 
Whereas it is necessary to coordinate this programme with other activities of  the Community, 
Member States, non-member countries. and international institutions;  ··· 
Whereas the Treaty does not p'rovide,  for the adoption of this Regulation, powers other .than 
those of Article 235  of the EC Treaty,  ' 
·HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:  .  . 
Article 1 
A Community programme of assistance and  cooperation with non-member countries in  the 
field of  the formulation and implementation of-energy policy, hereinafter called "SYNERGY", 
is hereby adopted. 
Article 2 
SYNERGY shall be addressed to all  non-member countries. 
1. 
2. 
' 
Article 3 
SYNERGY shall be implemented  ~rom I  January  1996 to 31  December 2000. 
The budgetary authority shall  determine the appropriations available for each financial 
year with due regard for the financial  perspectives and budget discipline. 
Article 4 
1.  The purpose of SYNERGY is to provide assistance and cooperation with the definition, 
formulation and implementation of energy policy for non-member countries in areas of 
mutual interest. 
2.  The objectives of SYNERGY shall be in accordance with the detailed rules set out in 
·Article 6,  in particular:  · 
to promote .sustainable  developmen~  _notably by reducing emissions of greenhouse 
gases and of pollutants linked to energy consumption; 
to enhance the security ·of energy supplies; and 
to improve energy efficiency. 
<t>  OJ No L  356~ 31.12.1977, p.  1. 
< 2>  OJ No L 293,  12 .. 11.1994, p.  7. 
23 .  )  These objectives shaH  be attahied in accordance with the rules set ·out in Article 6. _To 
that 'end, the Community may ·m·aintairi relations With international organizations in  tile 
energy sector.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
--.. %3. ·  In  order· to  achieve  the  objectives· referred _to .In  paragraph  2,  the  Community  shall 
contribute, in-particular, to tlie· financing of activities  concerning:·~:  .  .  .,  . 
I  '  ,  '  •  ~  •  •  •  .  . 
•  ...  I"' 
. technical assistance and training; 
· : 'energy planning;  ·  ·  _  _ 
the organization of conferences an.d  seminars;  \.  . 
the creation of Institutions such as the energy centres, 
- . 
. Funding shall also cover costs related to ~e  preparation, implementation, monitoring and 
-evaluation .  of these  operations,  as  well  as  .costs. concerning  iilform!ltion- and  its. 
dissemin~:ttion. Taxes, duties arid the purchase of  1m~ovable  propertY shall not be-funded . 
. '  '  '  .  .  .  . 
No funding may be granted to research, development and demonstration projects. 
The programme's resources may also be used temporarily to support the operation of the 
· . S~cretariat of the European Energy Charter Treaty.· ·  ·- ·  ·  ' 
Article 5 
1. - Community funding shall take the form of grants which shall be released in :tranches as  _·  ·--
project~ maleiialize.  .  '  '  -
,  I 
2.  ·i'he grants  inay  cover  the  whole  of a ·specific  project  or  supplement funding  by 
. Member States,  non-member countries,  international  organizations or on  the basis of 
_  another Community.  programme~  ·  ·  ,  ·  . 
'  . 
•  '  '  I 
3.  -Financing ·decisions ·and. any  contracts -tesultirig  therefrom  shall  expressly  provide, 
inter ali~ for acceptance by the benefiCiaries of supervision by the Commission· and the 
Courf of Auditors; to be carried out on' the 'spot if necessary.  - - .  .  - - ·  · 
.  .  '  '  .  :·-:: 
Article 6  · 
.  _·,, 
1.  Ari ·  i~dicative programme  co~erihg the· period  referred . to  in ·Article 3(1) ·shall  be 
established in accordance with the procedu~elaid'down inArticle $(2), without(this being · 
a  multiannua~ budget commitment.  .  ,  -
'  J,  .. 
This  programme  shall .  define  the  principal  objectives,  guidelines  and  priorities  of 
= Community assistance ill; the indicative_ areas referred to in Article 4(2).  It shall indicate 
the objectives considered to have pnority.  . 
''  ,·. 
The programme may  be  modified in accordahce with the  sam~ procedu~~ during the 
-period. of its  application~- ' 
. 24 I 
2.  Action programmes. based on the indicative programme shall. be adopted each year in  . 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 8(2).  · 
These. action programmes shall include a list of the main projects to be financed within 
the. indicative areas  referr~d. to in Article 4(2).  The content of  the programmes shall be 
determined in detail so  as to provide the Member States with the relevant information 
to enable the committee referred to in Article 8(1) to deliver its opinion.  · 
3.  Specific agreements may be concluded with the non-member countries, in the framework 
and for the duration of the indicative programme referred.to in paragraph 1,  in order to 
define  the  main  lines  of cooperation  with  the  countries  concerned  and  the  annual 
consultation procedures regarding the implementation of the programme. 
4.  Contracts  may  also  be concluded  with international  networks  of study  and  research 
centres in order to define the contribution of. these networks to the achievement of the 
objectives described in the indicative programme. 
Article 7 
1.  The Commission shall implement operations in accordance with the annual"programmes 
referred to in Article 6(2).  ''  . 
2.  Supply contracts shall be awarded by means of open invitations to tender, except in the 
cases provided for in Article 116 of the Financial Regulation. 
· Service contracts shall, as a general rule, be awarded by reStricted invitations to tender 
in conformity with Article 118 of the FinanCial Regulation.  · 
Negotiated  contracts  may  be awarded  for  operations  involving .  an .  amount of up  to 
ECU 50 000. Thi's amount may be revised by the Council on the basis of a Commission 
proposal, account being taken of experience gained in similar cases. 
;I 
Participation in invitations to tender and private contracts shall be open on equal terms 
to all  natural and legal persons in the Member States and in the beneficiary non.-member 
countries. 
Participation by natural and legal persons from other countries may be authorized by the 
. Commission on a  case-by-case basis if the programmes or projects concerned require 
. specific forms of  assistance specifically available in these countries, subject to reciprocity. 
being granted by those countries. 
·, 
. 3.  In  .the  case of co-financing,  the  participation  of undertakings  from  the  non-member 
countries  concer:ned  in  invitations to tender. and  contracts tnay  be  authorized  by  the · 
Commission on a case-by-case basis.  The Commission shall render account thereof in 
the report provided for in Article 10. 
25 ,·'  .  ( 
Article 8 
L~~·  The CommissiQil·Shallbe assisted by a committee of an advisory nature ·coPiposed .cif 
;::;-.:  representative$  of  the  Member .,States  and  ;chaired  by  the  repre$entative  of. the 
Commission ("SYNERGY ~ommittee). 
2.  . The· representative of ~he Commissio~ shall  submit to the.  C~mmittee a  draft  of  .the 
measures to be taken. The Committee shall deliver its opinion ori the draft, within a time 
.. limit which ,th~: chairman  may lay down  according. to. the urgency  of the matter, .  if . 
· · necessary by taking a vote.  •  ' 
The opinion shall be reco~ded in the minutes; itt  addition, each Member State shall have 
the right toaskto have its  position recorded in the minutes.  · 
The  Commission  shall . take·  the  utmpst  account: of the  opinion  delivered · by  the 
Committee. It shall  in~orm the Committee of  the manner in which its.  opinion has been  · 
taken into account:  · 
3..  The. Committee  may  examine any  question  relating  to  the  implementation  of this 
Regulation ·which  may  be put  to  it by  its  chairman,  possibly  at  the  request  of the 
repre~entative of a Member State  and, ·in particular,  any  question  relating to general 
· imple~entation, the administration of  the ·programme, co-fiitancingand the coordination 
referred to in Article 9.~. 
Article 9  ... 
· 1.  ·The  Commission  shall,  together  with  the  Member- ·States,  ensure . the  effective 
··  coordination ofthetechnical assistance efforts. undertaken in the beneficiary nori.:.member 
countries  by  the  .Community· and  individual  Member· .States  on  the  basis  of the 
..  information supplied by,the Member States. 
·  2:  ·  .Coordination  and  cooperation  with· the  international  financial  institutions  and  other· 
sources ·of funds ·shall'. be encouraged.  · 
.  .  .  ' 
3.  The. Commission  shall ·examine the various ways in which co-financing involving the 
SYNERGY  programme,  the .  bilateral  assistance  of the  Member  States_  and  other · 
Community  programmes might be promoted.  It shalr,  in  particular, ·ensure that  any 
· duplication of effort between SYNERGY and these other programmes is  ~voided. 
Article  I 0 
· The  Commissi~n  shall, by 30 June·l99.8,  present  a  progress report  on  the  impl~mentation 
of the programme  in· the  pr:-evious  financial  years.  This. report  shall  be addressed to the 
European Parliament, the Council and the Economic ·and Social Committee. 
.  ,\ 
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'/ Article ll 
This Regulation shall  enter into force on the twentieth day  following that of its publication 
in the Official Journal of  the European Communities. . ·  ·  ·  · 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and_ directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
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For the CounciL 
The  Presid~nt . .. 
FINANCIAL STATE~NT 
1~  TITLE OF OPERATION · 
. SYNERGY (International cooperatiort'with non-melllbei countries in the energy sector) 
·l.  BUDGET HEADING INVOLVED . 
'  . 
B4J  041  Energy cooperation with non-member C()Untt:ies. 
· 3. ·  LEGAL.BASIS' 
Proposal for a Council Regulation based on Article 235 of the Tre~ty: 
. 4.  DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
4.1  Ge~eral objective' 
To  p~omote cooperati~it in  the formulation  of energy  policy  With  the· following 
·aims: 
•  ·to  promote  sUstainable  ·development,· notably. by  ·reducing· em1ss1ons  of 
gr~enhouse gases and of pollutants linked ,to, energy  consumption~ 
•  to enhance securitY of Supply; 
(  . 
.  .. ) 
.  '  . 
'•  ·,·to improye energy efficiency.  · • 
· To this end,  SYNERGY aims: 
' 
•  to advise the national  energy  authorities .and help  formulate energy policies 
.  compatible·With those of the C()mmunity (studies,. secondment of experts) 
· •·  to. support the  creation .of institutions  capable  of defi~ing energy  needs in 
non-member' countries and of  channelling the resources needed to satisfy these 
needs.  · 
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!  ' •  to  organize  ·conferences  and _  seminars  designed  to  provide  trammg  and 
information for the public authorities and economic operators in these countrie~ 
on  European  experience  and_  technologies· to  bring  together  the  people 
.·  . responsible for the.energy secto~ in the. Community and non-member countries; 
•  to support the establishment of  energy cooperation and policy institutions (for 
example, European Energy Centres). 
Particular attention is paid to transnational projects, not only between Community 
countries and non-member countries,. but also to promote the energy integration of 
non-member countries.  '  '  . 
- 4.2  Period covered 
The operation will  run for five years from  1 January  1996 to 31  December 2000. 
The operation may be renewed at this point on the basis of a Council Regulation .. 
5.  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE 
Non~compulsory expenditure- Differentiated appropriations 
6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE 
Financing of studies, technical assistance and advice through the  possibl~ intermediary 
of experts,  training  and' promotion  activities,  organization  of conferences,  seminars, 
workshops,  technical  and  educational visits,  support for energy  cooperation or en.ergy 
policy institutions and other .activities in_ support of energy policy. 
6.1  100% subsidy 
In  certain cases the Community can contribute up to 100%: 
to -finance  experts  seconded  full  time  to  the  authorities  in  non-member 
·countries, action solely in the interest of the Community (preliminary studies, 
reconnaissance missions, European Energy Centres, etc.) or forming part of a . 
broader programme funded by other sources and emergency measures. 
6.2  Subsidy· for joint financing with other sources in  the public  an~/or  _private 
sector 
Normally the Community will contribute not more than 50% of  the total cost of  the 
project ancl will fund projects jointly with non-member countfles, the Member States 
or international organizations. 
29 6.3  Interest subsidy 
Not applicable.' ·  · 
:A  ·  6.4  Other 
Not applicable~· 
.. 
·r. 
.  .  . .  I 
I 
6  .. 5  Change in  the level rir  rt;~enue  ·; . 
Not ·applic_able. 
6.6  Reuse 
.·, 
'(he cost. of operation of  the Eur,ope.an Energy· Charter will iempo~afily be. bofl)e ·by 
the budget for SYNE_RGY., ,  ·  ·  · ·  ·  · 
Any  su~s  reimbursed by the· States·which have 'signed the Charter will pe reused.· 
6.1 .  Commitm·ent -~r expenditure_ 
· The  bperations  choser,.  will. be ·included in· a·  multi annual  i~dicative'  ··programme 
setting-out pJiorities and annual. action 'programmes.  ·  · · 
The  progra~mes'  will  be submitted to an' advisory committee of Member States' 
representatives· for ·an  opinion.  · ··  · '  ·  .  ' 
.  Financing will be the subject of a contract between the Commission and  .the person 
'responsible for or coordinating implementation of the operation' funped.  ' '  '  .  '  '  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  '  . 
The foliowing procedures ·apply to operations  inyolvi~g award of contracts: . 
•  supply co11tracts are a:warded.by open 'invitations to  'tender~ except in th~ cases 
mentioned in Article 116 of the Financial Regulation;  · 
'  '  ' 
•  · service contracts are;  as  a general  rule,  awarded by  restncted invitations to 
.. , ·tender  in  conformity  with  the ·provisions_  of Article 118 ·of the  Financial 
· ·  •·.  ·  ·.  Regulation. · · 
•  •  •  •  '  /•  ·,  •  ',  .·,  ,  ,  ..  '  I, 
In· the event that the Commission  co.; finances  a· ·cooperation activity· with a body 
from a Member State or a n_ori-tnember country, the provisions of Article 1  18(4) of 
:'the Financial Regulation may.' apply, and the tasks of draWingu,p, negotiating and 
concluding the contract may be 'delegated to the' beneficiary of the, operation. 
'  ' 
30 7.  FINANCIAL IMPACT 
7.1  Method of calculating total cost of operation (definition of·unit costs) . 
Conferences: 
Energy centres: 
Studies: 
Seminars: 
Training: 
Resident experts: 
Implementation of Charter 
Other expenditure 
7.2  Itemized breakdown of cost 
96  97 
Conferences ·  2  2.5 
Energy Centres  1.5  2 
Studies ·  1.5  l.S 
.Seminars  1  ] 
Resident  0.75  1 
experts 
Training  1 .  1 
Implementation  1  \  0,5 
of Charter 
Other costs  0.2S  0.5 
Total  .9  10 
ECU 400 000 X  5. = 
ECU 300 000 X  s = 
ECU 100 000 X  15  = 
ECU 100 000 x  10 = 
ECU 100 000 X  10 = 
ECU 1  SO  000 x S = 
98  99 
2.5  2.5 
2  2 
1.5  1.5 
1  1 
1.  1 
1  1 
0,5  0,5 
O.S  0.5 
10  10 
;· 
. '• 
•' 
2 000 000 
1 500 000 
1 soo·ooo  . 
1 000 000 
. 1 000 000 
750 000 
1 000 000' 
'250 000 
2000 
2.5 
2.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
11 
7.3  The amount will be decided each year by the budgetary authority. 
. 
1996 
9 
The indicative amount available for commitments and payments (in million ECU) 
will be as foilows: 
1997  1998.  1999  2000  Total  ·  .. 
10  10  10  '  u  so 
31 8. :,,,.  FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES 
'' 
.  . 
; The work is paid after its acceptance on the basis  o~·.a percentage set before. award of th'e 
· contract, and in the light ()f a final' fi_nancial  report on the operation.  Documentary. proof of 
travel and. subsistence expenses may be required.  ·  ·  · 
•  L  '  '  •  '  ' 
.  .  .  ,  .  .  -,  - I  '  -
The final  payments will also be tpade subject to receipt of a. technic~l:  report on the .action 
taken. Officials from ·pG XVII or the  delegation~ and independent experts will participate· 
in seminars; conferences or courses. to checkthe:quality of the action and that it has really. 
been taken. Regular evaluations are requested.  ·  ·  · 
/, 
·  Ihsp~ctions will .be_carried out on the spot·by staff from the Commission'and_the Court of 
Auditors. ·  ·  · 
9.  · ELEMENTS OF'COSJ-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
9.1  , Specific objectives 
· •  · ·To  dis~eminate~ at conferences and seminars; the Community's expenen'ce and new 
technologies, .particularly on rational use of  energy; renewable energy sources ;;tnd .. 
clean tec;hnologies.  ·  ·  ·  '  · 
• ·  To· train  the· managers  and  dec.ision~makers. in.  the  energy  sectm:. in.  modem. 
technologies by participating in training courses and organizing technical visits  .. 
•  . To  support  the. establishment  and  dev~lopment of channels  for  cooperation, 
information ai)d  dissemination. 
'  ' :  ' '  '  '  '  '  '  ' •  '  '  '  •  ~ '  '.·  ,I  '  ' 
•  To bring together; at conferences, dedsion~makers in 'the publiC and private sectors . · 
in·-'the Community and ·non-meniber'~ountries and encourage  p~rtnershtps. 
)  .  .  •, 
•  To advise the national authorities by s~conding experts, conducting specific" energy 
planning stud{es making it possible to align legislation, to take account'ofEurope's 
env:iron_mental  concerns  and .  to  manage  'energy  resources  more  'effective!y' 
throughout the·world.  · 
'.  Target population 
The  ultimate  beneficiaries .  are,  in  most  cases,  States  and  local  ,authorities,  publiC 
s~r\rites, businesses and other organizations in  non-~ember  countries  .. 
The  action  is  generaily  tak~n by·' Community jnstitutioils,. ·bodies,  busin'esses  and 
individuals. l'n specific cases, authorities,  b~sinesses and individl.lals from non:.member. 
' countries ·can also participate in implementing the action.  ' .  . '  '. 
32 9.2  Grounds for the operation 
Action at Union ·level is justified for the following reasons: 
•  The Union as  such is  designated  as  interlocutor with non-member countries in 
contexts such as G-24 or agreements concluded with some non-member ·countnes 
which explicitly include energy in their scope. ·  · 
•  Action at Union level will make it possible to complete the measures taken at the 
level  of Member States and to strengthen their impact. 
•  The European Union can represent better the interests of the Member States as a 
whole. 
•  Action at Union level will make it possible to use the expertise available in  the 
·various Member States. 
To  ensure  complementarity  with  the  other  programmes  of the  Community  or  the 
Member States, internal interdepartmental consultations will  be  held and an  advisory 
committee  will  be  set  up  with the  Member  States.  The  special  committee  will  be. 
responsible for international relations and energy alike. 
9.3  Monitoring and evaluation of the operation 
Performance indicators selected 
As  SYNERGY is  a programme of cooperation  in  formulating  energy policies,  it is 
difficult to determine quantitative indicators of its impact short of attributing all energy 
efficiency gains in some countries solely to the SYNERGY.programmes.  Furthermore, 
action relating to energy policy influences production or consumption figures only iri 
the medium or long term . 
. Nevertheless,  it is  possible in  some cases to quantify the dim(msiori  of the operations 
carried  out:  number  and  level  of participants in  courses,  seminars  and  conferences, 
number of commercial  contacts  made  during  a  conference,  expected  results;  e.g. 
percentage reduction in energy consumption in _certain  sectors, etc. 
Details and  frequency of  planned evaluations 
During the pilot phase, the SYNERGY programme is the subject-of periodic evaluation 
by an  i~dependent expert every five years on average; the last took place in June 1990. 
It highlighted several positive aspects of_the programme at that-time: the development 
of energy planningbodies, the full-time secondment of  European experts paid from the 
programme to the authorities in various non-member countries, training, a number of 
studies and various aspects of the work of the COPED network. 
33. ·' -_  However, the evaluation _also made a number of recommendations: .· 
i 
.  /·i~~J ·concentrateon proje~ts which c~~ lead to tangi~l~  ·m~asl,lr,e_s,A~Y.~~<?PlllenU~fJ~e- i- .-. 
. -:t~":~. institutions alreac;fy ·Set Up in non-member countries tq deal with energy policy and 
,.  - energy effiCiency, 'provide assistance for' the establishment of institutions of thi!1_ 
type where none have yet been set' 'up,  training  and  . organization of se,miriars,_ 
pr~ferably on-~ regional scale;  · 
...;  reduce the ·number· of studies and make sure that they. are on ·subjects· of: interest 
. to _the Communio/. and on specific energy p9licy issues; . ·  '· 
_  ens~re better dis~erhination  _of the results_ of the programme;  · -
...... 
as :regards  ~anagement. of the  programme,  ad9pt  general  objectives·  for  the_ 
.programme in, the form of a three-year plan and mbnitor implementation of'  the 
phin as well as each individual project in relation to the original terms 'of reference 
and conduct regular analyses' of the programme by country and type· of 'activity; 
improv~  coordi~atio~  ancl  the  flow  of information  with . other ·Commission 
. departments and _instruments; . 
inform the 'Member .States and step up joint funding with them. 
.  I  ,  .  . 
-. M:o.st of  these recommendations hav~ been acted upon ·in the. meantime, partic:utari·y the · 
recorimi'C:mdations on the priorities of the prognimme.  .  . 
It was  hard  to _impJement  the  recom'men~ations on  programme_ management  and 
. information ·for the Memoer States in. the form,  of action based on a  single budget 
heading- and~ hence,  simply on an'  annual programme. This proposal for a Regulation.·· 
includes-procedures to implement these recommendations too._  · 
· Another evaluation was launched recently concerning all  operations financed !or the 
budget years 1991 to.1994 inClusive.  The corresponding'invitationto tenderhas been  / 
. ,. 
published in the_ Official  Journal~  ·  - ·  · 
·The guidelines for this evaluatiop are to analyse the content's -and  objectives of the 
programmes financed- in order 'to determine the _extent to which these objectives fit in 
with energy policy .and  ~ave been achieved. 
The evaluation must also examine: 
•  past and present guidefines of  the programme in order to see where improverheJ1tS  ·· · 
can be mad~;  -
relationships between the means employed and the results  obtained; 
.  ~  ,,  .  '  .  -
• 
'  .  ~.:~-..:.~·/, 
actual an.d  potenti~ corltpleQ.lentarities· between these programmes and the other 
existing. instruments.  . 
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,· .  . 
The .evaluation report should be available by the end of the year. An interim· report at 
least should be published while this proposal is being considered by Parliament and the 
Council. In any event, therecommendations·made in. the final report will-be taken into 
account when the time comes to prepare·the multiannual programme provided. for in 
Article 6 of this proposal for a Regulation. 
· The Directorate-General for Energy also lias a Programme Evaluation Unit which can 
. examine any elements it considers necessary. 
In  addition,  the  beneficiary  States  express  their  general  assessment  of  en~rgy · 
cooperation with the European-Union in the various consultation bodies provided for 
in the cooperation agreements: joint committee, joint assembly, etc. · 
The legal  basis presented also  provides for  account to be taken of the opinions  of 
Member  States  and . of  European  businesses,  and  . of·  an  amiual  report  by 
the Commission. 
An  evaluation .  for  1996  to  2000  Will  be  submitted  before  eventual  renetval  of the 
programme. 
10.  ADMIN,ISTRA  TIVE EXPENDITURE 
The annual decisions taken by the Commission will ensure that the administrative resources 
required  ar~ effectively made available, ·taking account, in par:t;icular,  of any extra staff and 
funds granted by the budgetary authority . 
. 10.1  Impact on the number of staff 
Type ofpost  Staff to be assigned. to  Of whom  Duration . 
management of the 
operation · 
Permanent  Temporary  Existing  Additional 
staff  staff  resources  resources 
within the 
department 
· concerned 
Officials  A  6  2  8 
or  B  .2  2  ; 
temporary  c  5  5 
staff 
Other resources ·  2 seconded  2 
. national 
experts 
2 suppliers ·  2 
of services 
Total  13  6  19  ' 
In the case of additional resources,  indicate the rate at which they will have to be provided. 
35 ·  ;:f}~(;to~l  .··  ·:ov~rall-financial i111p~tfof.the add_itionaJ  human  r~s~urc~s 
.  '  '  ..  '  ·' 
••  ·:·.  J.  • .:  ~ 
.  . . 
Not applicabie. 
··\ ... 
10.3  · . Increase in other operating.  expe~diture generated by. the operation 
..  (Ecus) '  . 
,.  .·.  .  ···: 
Method  ~f calclilation ':  .Budget heading  Amount 
l 
(number and title) 
·.-
Cost of meetings  46.200  Two meetings ·per year with two 
delegates per Member State,  .. 
· based on  an average of ECU 770 
,per  delegat~ (travel expenses'  .. 
onl~) 
TotaC  4,6.200 
.·· 
•'  ..  . . 
. The amounts coirespond to the total expenditure qn the operation in the.case of operations of 
limited  duration  and to expenditure over  12  months in  the case  of operations of indefinite  .  .  '  . 
·duration. ·  ·  · 
_,:I 
'  .. ·  ~~rJ .  . .  ; : 
r  1 
'l 
'  i  ···""':-·  ......... . 
. ! 
:. ·  .. 
'  '· 
.  I 
. ',  .  •'  / 
'  .  ,' 
'·.; 
.)  . 
I. 
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~·. · IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM 
IMPACI' OF THE  PROPOSAL  ON  BUSINESS 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SMALL AND  MEDIUM-SIZED. 
ENTERPRISES (SMEs) 
TITLE OF PROPOSAL: 
. Regulation concerning international cooperation in the energy sector'(  Synergy programme) 
REFERENCE No: 
2444-2 
THE PROPOSAL: 
1.  Taking  account  of the principle  of subsidiarity,  why  is  Community legislation 
necessary in this area ~nd what are its main aims? 
See· point 2 of  the explanatory memorandum. 
THE IMPACI'  ON  BUSINESS: 
· 2. ·  Who wiU be affected by the proposal? 
.  . 
Aid solely. with opening up new markets in  non-Member countries or businesses in the energy 
sector. 
-are there particular geographical areas of  the Community where these businesses are found? 
No 
3.  What wiH  bu~in~ss have to do  to comply with the proposal?' 
4.  What economic effects is the proposal likely to have? 
-on employment 
-on investment and the creation of  new  businesses 
-on the  COfY!petitive  position of  businesses 
5.  Does  th~ proposal contain  measures to take account  of the specific  situation  of 
small and medium-sized firms (reduced or different requirements, etc.)? 
CONSULTATipN 
6.  List the organisations which have been  consulted about the proposal and outline 
their main views. 
None. 
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